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Accounting Cycle–Reversing Entries
Accounting 422/522

There are several steps to the accounting cycle. Most students in
Intermediate Accounting learn them well. One part of the accounting
cycle that tends to give students difficulty is reversing entries, and is
covered in this resource.

The number one principle to keep in mind is that when a
company makes a payment (credit cash), it usually takes the simplest
approach in choosing which account to debit. If a payment is made for
acquisition of a good or service that is used up in the near term (less
than one year), then the debit is to an expense account (i.e., insurance
expense, rent expense, supplies expense, wages expense, utilities
expense, etc.) If a payment is made for acquisition of a good or service
that is used up over the long-term, then the debit is to a long-term asset
account (i.e., investment, land, building, equipment, etc.). If a payment
is received (debit cash), then the credit is usually to revenue (sales revenue, interest revenue, service
revenue, etc.).

The second principle is that sometimes end-of-period adjustments are needed because the cash
payment/receipt item involved either a deferral or an accrual, and the deferral or accrual period involves
the end of one period and the start of the next. A deferral is when a payment is made for a product or
service and the usage of the product or service will take place over an ensuing period of time. An
accrual is when the product or service is used up, and then payment is made.

Let’s look at deferrals for the first example. Supplies typically are not used immediately upon
purchase, they are used up as time passes. Never-the-less, the journal entry to record the purchase is
debit supplies expense (see first principle) and credit cash (or debit supplies expense and credit accounts
payable). If the supplies are not used up by the end of the accounting period, then supplies expense is
overstated at the end of the accounting period. The solution is to adjust the accounts at the end of the
accounting period to take away from supplies expense and add to supplies (asset) for the amount of
supplies not yet used. This adjusting entry credits supplies expense (the decrease) and debits supplies
(the increase). In order for the accounts to be correct during the next accounting period, once it starts
the amount of supplies previously moved into the supplies (asset) account must be removed and added
to the supplies expense account for the new accounting period. The journal entry that accomplishes this
(debit supplies expense and credit supplies) is called a reversing entry. Always remember that the
reversing entry is made at the start of the next accounting period, not during the same period as the
adjusting entry.

In reality, the adjusting entry and reversing entry are two parts of the process of moving an
amount from the expense account of one period into the expense account of the second period. Other
common expense deferrals that need adjusting and then reversing are for rent and insurance payments.
On the other side of the ledger, a common revenue deferral needing adjustment and reversal is when a
customer prepays. The entry at the time of cash receipt is debit cash and credit revenue. In the
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adjusting/reversing process, revenue is decreased (debit revenue, credit unearned revenue) in the current
accounting period and increased during the next accounting period (credit revenue, debit unearned
revenue).

11/1 Supplies expense 50
Cash 50

(For purchase of $50 of supples.)
12/31 Supplies 21

Supplies expense 21
(Adjustment - to show that all but $21 of supplies were used, deferring $21 of expense

to next period)
<-----------end of accounting period, expense accounts closed to retained earnings---------

>
1/1 Supplies expense 21

Supplies 21
(Reversal on 1/1 of next period, to remove from asset and add to new period’s

expense)

Now it’s time for accruals. Let’s look to utilities for our example. Utilities are used and then
paid for (after the utility company sends a bill stating how much was used). If we started using utilities
in one accounting period and then finish using them during the next period, then the transaction journal
entry of debit utilities expense and credit cash will result in getting all of the utilities expense in the
second period, when the payment is made. Under accrual accounting, however, it is necessary to move
some of the expense from the second accounting period to the first. This is done via adjusting/reversing
entries. Although it is convenient to think of taking expense away from the second period and adding it
to the first period, in chronological order the adding to first period comes before the taking away from
the second period.

The end of first period adjusting entry of debit utilities expense and credit accounts payable adds
expense to the first period. The start of second period reversing period of credit utilities expense and
debit accounts payable subtracts the first period’s expense from all that will be recognized during the
second.

12/31 Utilities expense 35
Accounts payable 35

(Adjustment - to show that $35 of utilities has been used during the current period)
<-----------end of accounting period, expense accounts closed to retained earnings---------

>
1/1 Accounts payable 35

Utilities expense 35
(Reversal on 1/1 of next period, to remove from asset and add to new period expense)

1/10 Utilities expense 50
Cash 50

(Payment of $50 utility bill. As a result of the reversing entry’s negative $35 of
expense and the transaction entry’s positive $50, a net of $15 remains in the
utility expense account. This $15 is the actual amount used in January so far.)


